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In running text, we will indicate literal symbols and strings by writing them 1i ke thi s.

e,aabbcg,aaaaa
e, 0,001100
8,OO,O**-A**

8,olJ;I.w1

{a,b.c•...• z}
{o.ll
{*.O,*.*,*.~.l\}

{.,~J,)l,),' }

The English alphabet
The binary alphabet

A star alphabet

A music alphabet

Example siringsAlpbabet symbolsAlphabet name

EXAMPLE2.1 Alphabets

2.1 Strings
A string is a finite sequence, possibly empty. of symbols drawn from some alphabet ~.
Given any alphabet ~. the shortest string that can be formed from ~ is the empty
string, which we will write as 8.The set of all possible strings over an alphabet ~ is writ
ten I*. This notation exploits the Kleene star operator, which we will define more gen
erally below.

In the theory that we are about to build. we are going to analyze problems by cast
ing them as instances of the more specific question. "Given some string s and some
language L,is s in L1"Before we can formalize what we mean by that. we need to

define our terms.
An alphabet, often denoted ~, is a finite set. We will call the members of ~ symbols

or characters.

Languages and Strings
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Theorem: Ifwand x are strings, then (wx)R = xRWR.
For example, (nametag)R = (tag)R(name)R = gateman.

Proof:The proof is by induction on [x]:

Basecase: Ixl = O. Then x = s.and (wx)R = (we)R = (w)R = ewR= eRwR= xRWR.

Prove:Vn~ 0«(lxl = n)-+ «wx)R =xRwR» -+ «Ixl = n + 1)-+ «wx)R = xRWR»).
Consider any string x, where [x] = n +1. Then x = ua for some character a and
lui = II. So:

THEOREM 2.1 Concatenation and Reverseof Strings

For example:

a] - aaa
(bye)2 - byebye
aOb3 - bbb

Finally we define string fflItrsal. For each string w, the reverse of w.which we will
write wR, is defined as:

If Iwl = 0 then wR = w = e.
If Iwl ~ 1 then 3aE ~ (3u E ~* (w = ua», (i.e.• the last character of w is a.)
Then define wR = auR.

WO = e
wi+L = wiw

For any symbol c and string s, we define the function #e(s) to be the number of times
that the symbol c occurs in s. So, for example, '~(abbaaa) = 4.

The concatenation of two strings sand t,written s III or simply st, is the string formed
by appending I to s. For example, if x = good and y = bye, then xy = goodbye. So
Ixyl = [x] + Iyl.
The empty string, e, is the identity for concatenation of strings.So "Ix(xe = ex = x).
Concatenation, as a function defined on strings, is associative. So "Is,t,w «st)w =

s (IW».
Next we define string replicauo«. For each string wand each natural number t: the

string wi is defined as:

lei = 0
110011011 = 7

2.1.2 Functions on Strings
The length of a string s, which we will write as lsi. is the number of symbols in s. For
example:

2.1 Strings 9



EXAMPLE2.2 Defining languages Givenan Alphabet

Let l: = {a, b}. ~. = {I:, at b, aa, ab, ba, bb I aaa, aab, ... }.
Some examples of languages over l:are:

0, {e} , {a, b}. [e, a, aa, aaa, aaaa, aaaaa}.
{6, a. aa, aaa, aaaa, aaaaa •. ;. }

2.2 Languages
A language is a (finite or infinite) set of strings over a finite alphabet I. When we are
talking about more than one language,we will use the notation IL to rnean the alpha
bet from which the strings in the language L are formed.

A string s is a proper substring of a string 1 iff s is a substring ot ( and .'I ~ I. Every
string is a substring (although not a proper substring) of itself, The empty string.e. is a
substring of every string.

A string s is a prefix of I iff 3x E ~* «( = sr).A string ,IIis a proper prrfix of a string (
iff s is a prefix of {and s ~ t. Every string is a prefix (although not a proper prefix) of
itself.The empty string.e. is a prefix of every string. For example. the prefixes of abba
are: e, a, aboabb, abba.

A string s is a SUffIX of I iff 3.r E :I" (I = xs). A string s is a proper sufflx of a string'
iff s is a suffix of I and s -:;:t.Every string is a suffix (although not a proper satfix) of it
self.The empty string.e. is a suffix of every string. For example. the suffixesof abba are:
e. a. ba, bba, abba.

aaa is a substring of aaabbbaaa
aaaaaa is not a substring of aaabbbaaa

2.1.3 Relations on Strings
A string s is a subs/ring of a string tiff s occurs contiguously as part of I, For example:

rewrite x as ua
associativityof concatenation
definition of reversal
induction hypothesis
associativity of concatenation
definition of reversal
rewrite ua as x

(10X)R = (1l1(ItO»R

= «'VU)O)R
= O('WU)R
= O(ItR1VR)

= (ImR)wR
= (IItl)R1t,R

= XR1VR

10 Chapter 2 Languages and Strings



EXAMPLE2.5 The Perils of Using English to Describe Languages

Let L = {.t#y: x, y E {O.l. 2.3,4,5,6,7,8. 9}* and, when x and yare viewed as
the decimal representations of natural numbers, square(x) = y}. The strings 3#9
and 12#144 are in L. The strings 3#8, 12, and 12#12#12 are not in L. But what
about the string #1 Is it in L? It depends on what we mean by the phrase, "when x
and yare viewed as the decimal representations of natural numbers." Is e the dec
imal representation of some natural number? It is possible that an algorithm that
converts strings to numbers might convert s to O.In that case, since 0 is the square
of O., is in L.1f,on the other hand, the string-to-integer converter fails to accept e
as a valid input. # is not in L.This example illustrates the dangers of using English
descriptions of sets. They are sometimes ambiguous. We will strive to use only
unambiguous terms.We will also. as we discuss below, develop other definitional
techniques that do not present this problem.

Let L = {x: 3ye {a,b}* (.f = ya)}. The strings a, aa, aaa, bbaa. and ba are in L.
The strings s, bab. and bca are not in L. L consists of all strings that can be
formed by taking some string in {a t b}· and concatenating a single a onto the
end or it.

EXAMPLE 2.4 Strings That End in a

Let L = {'we {a,b}·: all a's precede all b's in 1V}. The strings e, a, aa, aabbb,
and bb are in L.The strings aba, ba, and abc are not in L.Notice that some strings
trivially satisfy the requirement for membership in L.The rule says nothing about
there having to be any a's or any b's.All it says is that any a's there are must come
before all the b's (if any).lfthere are no a's or no b's, then there can be none that
violate the rule.So the strings e, a, aa, and bb trivially satisfy the rule and are in L.

EXAMPLE 2.3 All a's Precede All b's

2.2.2 Techniques for Defining Languages
We will use a variety of techniques for defining the languages that we wish to consider.
Since languages are sets. we can define them using any of the set-defining techniques
that are described in A.2. For example, we can specify a characteristic function. i.e., a
predicate that is True or every element in the set and False of everything else.

2.2 Languages 11



o1·[ltisclassicexample of a syntHctically correct but semantically anomalous sentence- is from [Chomsky ItJS7).

To the extent that formal descriptions of natural languages like English can
be created, the theory that we are about to develop can be applied, as we will
see in Parts II and 111and Appendix L.

The problem with languages like English is that there is no clear agreement on
what strings they contain. We will not be able to apply the theory that we are
about to build to any language for which we cannot first produce a formal specifi
'cation. Natural languages, like English or Spanish or Chinese, while hard to spec
ify, are of great practical importance, though. As a result. substantial effort has
been expended in creating formal and computationally effective descriptions of
them that are good enough to be used as the basis for applications such as gram
mar checking and text database retrieval.

Examples: Kerry hit the ball. .:
Colorless green ideas sleep furiously."

1*Clearly in L.
.1*The syntax is correct

but what could it mean?
/* In some dialects of L.
1* Clearly not in L.

The window needs fixed.
Ball the Stacy hit blue.

EXAMPLE 2.8 English Isn't a Well-Defined Language

Let L = {1O: w is a sentence in English}.

All of the examples we have considered so far fit the definition that we are
using for the term language: a set of strings, They're quite different, though. from
the everyday use of the term. Everyday languages are also languages under our
definition.

EXAMPLE2.7 The Empty Language isDifferent From the Empty String

Let L = {e}. the language that contains a single string, B. Note that L is different
from 0.

Let L, = {} = 0.L is the language that contains no strings.

EXAMPLE 2.6 The Empty Language

languages and Strings12 Chapter 2



• a language generator, which enumerates (lists) the elements of the language, or
• a language recognizer. which decides whether or not a candidate string is in the lan

guage and returns True if it is and False if it isn't.

Languages are sets. So, if we want to provide a computational definition of a lan
guage, we could specify either:

EXAMPLE2.11 Using Replication to Define a language

Let L = {an:" C!::: O}.L = [s, a, aa, aaa, aaaa, aaaaa, ... ).

Recall that we defined the replication operator on strings: For any string s and inte
ger 11, S" = n copies of s concatenated together. For example, (bye)2 = byebye. We
can use replication as a way to define a language. rather than a single string, if we allow
n to be a variable, rather than a specific constant e .

L3 is equal to0because e is a prefix of every string. Since e does not start with
b, no strings meet L3's requirement.

EXAMPLE2.10 Using the Prefix Relation

We define the following languages in terms of the prefix relation on strings:

L,={WE {a, b} * : no prefix of w contains b}

={e, a, aa, aaa t aaaa t aaaaa, aaaaaa, ... }.
L2={W E {a, b} * :no prefix of W starts with b}
= {tV E {a. b}* : the first character of tV is a} U [s],

L3= {we {at b}* ; every prefix of w starts with b}
= 0.

We can use the relations that we have defined on strings as a way to define
languages.

EXAMPLE2.9 A Halting Problem language

Let L == {w: w is a C program that halts on all inputs}. L is substantially more
complex than, for example, {x e {a.b }*:all a's precede all b's}. But, unlike Eng
lish, there does exist a clear formal specification of it. The theory that we are
about to build will tell us something very useful about L.

2.2 Languages 13



J
Theorem: If ~ :;:.e then I* is countably infinite.

Proof: The elements of ~* can he lexicographically enumerated by a straightfor-I ward procedure that:

I · Enumerates all strings of length O. then length I. then length 2. and so forth ..
• Within the strings of a given length, enumerates them in dictionary order.

THEOREM 2.2 The Cardinality of ~*

How large is a language? The smallest language over any alphabet is 0.whose cardi
nality is n.The largest language over any alphabet I is ~*.What is I~"'I'!Suppose that
~ = 0. Then ~* = [s] and I}:*I= 1. But what about the far more useful case in
which I is not empty?

2.2.3 What is the Cardinality of a Language?

In Parts 11.Ill. and IV of this book, we will consider a variety or formal techniques
for specifying both generators (enumerators) and recognizer!'!fur various classes of
languages.

EXAMPLE 2.12 lexicographic Enumeration

Let L = {r E {a. b}·: alla's precede all b's]. The lexicographic enumeration
of Lis:

e,a.b.aa.ab.bb.aaa.aab.abb.bbb.aaaa,aaab.aabb.abbb.bbbb.aaaaa ....

When we use lexicographic order in the rest or this hook. we will assume that D is
the standard sort order on letters and numerals. IfD is not obvious, we will state it.

We will say that a program le.ricograp/.;c:allJ'enumerates the clements of L iff it
enumerates them in lexicographic order.

languages and Strings14 Chapter 2

for example, the logical definition.L = [r : 3)1E [a, bl*(x = yaH can he turned
into either a language generator (enumerator) or a language recognizer.

In some cases. when considering an enumerator for a language I..we may care
about the order in which the elements of L arc generated. If there exists a total order
D of the elements of ~L (as there does. for example. on the letters of the Roman alpha
bet or the symbols for the digits ()- 9). then we can use D to define on La useful total
order called lexicographic order (written <J.):

• Shorter strings precede longer ones: Vx (Vy (Ixl < 1.\'1)- (x <'L y)). and
• Of strings that are the same length. sort them in dictionary order using D.



Because languages are sets of strings. it makes sense to define operations on them in
terms of the operations that we have already defined on strings. Three useful ones to
consider arc concatenation, Klcene star, and reverse.

Let LI and L2 be two languages defined over some alphabet I. Then their
concatenation. written LIL,! is:

EXAMPLE 2.13 Set Functions Applied to languages

Let: I = {a,b}.
LJ = {strings with an even number of a '5}.
~ = {strings with no b's] = {8,a, aa, aaa, aaaa, aaaaa, aaaaaa, ... }.

L, U L2 = {all strings of just a's plus strings that contain b's and an even
number of a's}.

L, n L2 = {8, aa, aaaa, aaaaaa. aaaaaaaa, ... }.
L2 - LI = {a, aaa. aaaaa, aaaaaaa, "''' }.
-,(L2 - LI) = {strings with at least one b lU {strings with an even number

of a's}.

2.2.5 Functions on languages
Since languages are sets. all of the standard set operations are well-defined on languages.
In particular, we will find union, intersection. difference, and complement to be useful.
Complement will be defined with ~ '"as the universe unless we explicitlystate otherwise.

THEOREM 2.3 An Uncountably Infinite Number of languages

I Theorem: u s 'f' o then the set of languages over k is uncountably infinite.

I Proof:The set of languages defined on I is fl} (I *).ByTheorem 2.2,I* is count
ably infinite. ByTheorem A.4. if S is a countably infinite set, flP (S) is uncount
ably infinite. So pjJ (I *) is uncnuntably infinite.

2.2.4 How Many languages Are There?
Let ~ be an alphabet. How many different languages are there that are defined on ~'?
The set of languages defined on I is (j) (X*), the power set of I*, or the set of all sub
sets of :-i*. If I :z:; 0 then I* is {p.} and qp (l:*) is {0,{6}}. But, again, what about the
useful case in which I is not empty?

Since any language over l: is a subset of }:*, the cardinality of every language is at
least 0 and at most No. So all languages are either finite or countably infinite.

This enumeration is infinite since there is no longest string in I*. ByTheorem A.1.
I since there exists an infinite enumeration of ~ lit. it is countably infinite.

2.2 languages 15



EXAMPLE2.15 KleeneStar

Let L = {dog,cat. fi sh}.Then:
L. = [s , dog,cat. fi sh, dogdog.dogcat •...•

fi shdog,... , fi shcatfi sh, fi shdogfi shear, ... t,

«LJL2)L3 = LI(L2L3».
It is important to be careful when concatenating languages that are defined using

replication. Recall that we used the notation {a": n ~ ()} to mean the set of strings
composed of zero or more a's. That notation is a shorthand for a longer. perhaps clearer
expression, {w : 3n ~ 0 (U1 = ali)}. In this form. it is clear that II is a variable hound by
an existential quantifier. We will use the convention that the scope of such quantifiers is
the entire expression in which they occur. So multiple occurrences of the same variable
letter are the same variable and must take on the same value. Suppose that LI =
{an : n ~ O} and L,. = {b": II ~ O}. By the definition of language concatenation,
LJL2 = {w: 10 consists of a (possibly empty) a region followed by a (possibly empty)
bregion}. LJL2 ~ {a"b":n ~ O}.since every string in {a"b":11 2: O} must have the
same number of b's as a's. The easiest way to avoid confusion is simply to rename Con
flicting variables before attempting to concatenate the expressions that contain them,
So LJ L2 = {aI/bill:II,.m ~ o}. In Chapter 6 we will define a convenient notation thal
will let us write this as a·b·.

Let L be a language defined over some alphabet I.Then the Kleen« star of L.writ
ten Lt is:

L* = [s] U {we It : 3k ~ 1 (3WI.l"2 .... lOS; e L (w = ll',u'2 ... wI;)) l.
In other words. L· is the set of strings that can he formed by concatenating together

zero or more strings from L.

The language {e} is the identity for concatenation of languages, So. for all languages
L, L{e} = {elL = L.

The language 0 is a zero for concatenation of languages. So. for all languages L,
L0 = 0L = 0.That 0 is a zero follows from the definition of the concatenation of
two languages as the set consisting of al1 strings that can be formed by selecting some
string s from the first language and some string I from the second language and then
concatenating them together. There are no ways to select a string from the empty set.

Concatenation. as a function defined on languages. is associative. So. for all lan
guages L" L2, and ~:

EXAMPLE 2.14 Concatenation of Languages

Let: Ll = {cat. dog.mouse,bi rd}.
L2 = {bone.food}.

LIL1. = {catbone, catfood, dogbone. dogfood. mousebone, mousefood,
birdbone.birdfood}.

Languages and Strings16 Chapter 2



Definition of concatenation
of languages

Theorem: If LI and L2 are languages, then (L1L2)R = L2RL)R.

Proof: Ifx and yare strings,then 't/x ('t/y «xy)R = yRxR»Theorem 2.1
(L) L2)R = {(xy)R: x E L) and y E L2} Definition of concatenation

of languages
Lines 1 and 2

THEOREM 2.4 Concatenation and Reverse of languages

LR = {WE I*: W = xR for sorne r e L}.

In other words, LR is the set of strings that can be formed by taking some string in L
and reversing it.

Since we have defined the reverse of a language in terms of the definition of reverse
applied to strings, we expect it to have analogous properties.

Let L be a language defined oversome alphabet I. Then the reven« of L,written
LRis:

Let L = {O,I} + be the set of binary strings. L does not include e.

EXAMPLE 2.17 L+

L+ = LL*.
Another way to describe L+ is that it is the closure of L under concatenation. Note

that L+ = L'" - {s] iff e ft L.

L'" always contains an infinite number of strings as long as L is not equal to either 0
or {E} (i.e., as long as there is at least one nonempty string any number of which can be
concatenated together). IfL = 0, then L II< = {e}, since there are no strings that could
be concatenated to E to make it longer. If L = {s}, then L'" is also {e}.
It is sometimes useful to require that at least one element of L be selected. So we

define:

EXAMPLE 2.16 Kleene Star, Again

Let L = {w E {a. b}'" : #a (w) is odd and #b(w) is even}. Then L'" = {W E {a, b}'" :
#b(w) is even}. The constraint on the number of a's disappears in tbe description of
L'" because strings in L'" are formed by concatenating together any number of
strings from L. If an odd number of strings are concatenated together, the result
will contain an odd number of a's. If an even number are used, the result will con
tain an even number of a's.

2.2 languages 17



Languages whose strings have meaning pervade computing and its applica
tions. Boolean logic and first-order logic are languages. Programming lan
guages are languages. (G.l) Network protocols are languages.(1.1) Database
query languages are languages. (0.1..1) HTML· is a language for defining

2.2.6' Assigning Meaning to the 'Stringsof a Language
Sometimes we are interested in viewing a language just as a set of strings. For exam
ple. we'll consider some important formal properties of the language WI.!·11 call
A"B"= ia"bll: 11 2 O}.In other words.A"B" is the language composed of all strings of
a's and b's such that all the a's come first and the number of a's equals the number of
b's,Wewon't attempt to assignmeanings to any of those strings.

But some languages are useful precisely because their strings do helvemeanings.We
use natural languages like English and Chinese because they alluw us to communicate
ideas.A program in a language like Java or C++or Perl also has a meaning. In the case
of a programming language, one way to define meaning is in terms of some other (typ
ically closer to machine architecture) language.So, for example, the meaning of a Java
program can be described as a Java Virtual Machine program. An alternative is to de
fine a program's meaning in a logical language.

Philosophers and linguists (and others) have spent centuries arguing about what
sentences in natural languages like English (or Sanskrit or whatever) mean. Wewon't
attempt to solve that problem here. But ifwe are going to work with formal languages,
we need a precise way to map each string to its meaning (also called its sl'mant;('s),
We'll call a function that assigns meanings to strings a semantic interpretation
function. Most of the languages we'll be concerned with are infinite because then! is no
bound on the length of the strings that they contain. So it won't, in general, be possible
to define:meanings by a table that pairs each string with its meaning.

Wemust instead define a function that knows the meanings of the language's' basic
units and can combine those meanings, according to some fixed set 01' rules, to huild
meanings for larger expressions. We call such a function. which can be said to "COl11-
pose" the meanings of simpler constituents into a single meaning for a larger expres
sion. a compositional semantic interp,.etation junction. There arguably exists a mostly
compositional semantic interpretation function for English. Linguists light "bout the
gory details of what such a function must look like. Everyone agrees that words have
meanings and that one can build a meaning for a simple sentence by combining the
meanings of the subject and the,verb, For example. speakers of English would have no
trouble assigning a meaning to the sentence. "1 gave him the Iizding,' provided that
they are told what the meaning of the word "Iizding" is.Everyone also agrees that the
meaning of idioms,like "I'm going to give him a piece of my mind." cannot be derived
compositionally.Some other issues are more subtle, .

18 Chapter2: languages and Strings

We have now defined the two important data types, string and language.that we will
use throughout this book. In the next chapter. we will see how wecan use them to de
fine a framework that will enable us to analyze computational problems of allsorts
(not just ones you may naturally think of in terms of strings).



1. Consider the language L= {In2n:.n > o}. Is the string 122 in L?
2. Let L, = {a"b": n > OJ. Let L2 = {en: n > O]. For each of the following

strings, state whether or not it is an element of LtL1.:
a. e.
b. aabbcc.
Co abbec.
II. aabbcccc.

3. Let L, = {peaeh,apple.cherry} and L,. = {pie,cobbler,e}. List the ele
ments of LIL2 in lexicographic order.

4. Let L = {tv e {a, b}· : ltv I ~ 3O}. List the first six elements in a lexicographic
enumeration of L.

S. Consider the language L of all strings drawn from the alphabet {a, b} with at
least two different substrings of length 2.

Exercises

The semantic interpretation functions that we will describe later in this book, for ex
ample for the various grammar formalisms that we will introduce, will not be one-to
one either.

;nt x - 4;
)( = x --1;

int: x = 4;
x - x + 1;

int x - 4;
++x;

;nt x = 4;
x++;

When we define a formal language for a specific purpose, we design it so that there
exists a compositional semantic interpretation function. So, for example, there exist
compositional semantic interpretation functions for programming languages like Java
and C++.There exists a compositional semantic interpretation function for the lan
guage of Boolean logic. It is specified by the truth tables that define the meanings of
whichever operators (e.g .• 1\.V,'" and --+ ) are allowed.

One significant property of semantic interpretation functions for useful languages is
that they are generally not one-to-one. Consider:

• English: The sentences. "Chocolate, please," "I'd like chocolate," "I'll have choco
late," and •.I guess chocolate today." all mean the same thing. at least in the context
of ordering an ice cream cone.

• Java:The following chunks of code all do the same thing:

Web pages. (0.1.2) XML is a more general language for marking up data.
(Q.l.2) OWL is a language for defining the meaning of tags on the Web.
(1.3.6) BNF is a language that can be used to specify the syntax of other lan
guages. (G.1.1) DNA is a language for describing proteins. (K.1.2) Music is a
language based on sound. (N.l )

Exercises 19
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a. Describe L by writing a sentence of the form L = ('weI·; P(w)}. where ~
is a set of symbols and P is a first-order logic formula. You may usc the func
tion lsi to return the length of s.You may use all the standard relational sym
bols (e.g., =, ¢, <, etc.), plus the predicate Substrts, I), which is True iff s is a
substring of I.

b. List the first six elements of a lexicographic enumeration of L.
6. For each of the following languages L. give a simple English description. Show

two strings that are in L and two that are not (unless there are fewer than two
strings in L or two not in L, in which case show as many as possible).
a. L = {we { a, b} * : exactly one prefix of 1lJ ends in a }.
b. L = {w e {a, b} '" : all prefixes of wend in a [,
e. L = {we{a,b}*: 3xe {a,b}+(1lJ= aea ].

7. Are the following sets closed under the following operations? If not, what are
their respective closures?
a. The language {a, b} under concatenation.
b. The odd length strings over the alphabet {a. b} under Klcene star.
e. L = {tV e {at b} *) under reverse.
d. L = {'W e {a, b} '" : UI starts with a } under reverse.
e. L = {·w e {a, b }'" : 10 ends in a J under concatenation.

8. For each of the following statements, state whether it is True or FlII:w. Prove your
answer;
a. VL., L2 (L1 = L2 iff L1'" 1= L2"*)'
b. (0 U 0"')n (-0- (00*» = 0 (where -0 is the complement of 0).
c. Every infinite language is the complement of a finite language.
d. vi. «LR)R = L).
e. VLI,L2 «LIL2)· = LJ*L2*).
r. VL" L2 «LI*L2*LI*)* = (Lz UL1)*).
g. VL" L2«L1 ULz)* = L.* UL2*).
he \lL" L2• L3«L1 ULz}L3 = (LIL) U(LzL)).
i. VL" L2• L3«L1L2) U L3 = (LI U L3) (L2 U L3»'
j. VL«L~)* = L*).
k. VL (0U' = {8}).
I. VL(0UL+ = L*).
m. VL,. L2 «LI U L2)* = (L2 U L·I)*).
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